
Five steps to accelerate member 
acquisition for airline loyalty programs



Loyalty programs stepped up during the pandemic, revealing the revenue 
generation potential they represent for airlines. Major carriers worldwide 
tapped into this potential by selling miles to third parties and even using 
their loyalty assets to secure lifeline funding.  

Selling miles is all about acquiring members for a loyalty program and 
nurturing them to a higher level of engagement with the currency. Ultimately, 
the goal is to steer customers towards the everyday earn opportunities 
through the airline’s co-branded credit card or partner network.

The first step in this engagement 
strategy is acquiring new members, 
the focus of this eBook.

Airline loyalty program leaders generally feel uncomfortable disclosing how 
many of their flying customers are members of their scheme. But back of the 
envelope math estimates that there is huge room for improvement. During the 
various loan processes that took place during the pandemic, airlines had to 
disclose comprehensive loyalty program data. From that data, it appears that 
only between 20-30% of flying customers with an airline are loyalty program 
members with that carrier. Flipped on its head, that means that 70-80% of an 
airline’s unique customers are not loyalty program members, and this is a 
huge marketing opportunity.   

A flying audience is a prime target for acquiring new members on an airline’s 
loyalty program. With multiple customer touchpoints across the travel 
journey, airlines have a golden opportunity to tailor relevant messaging 
through their marketing channels. The more members a loyalty program has, 
the more interesting it is for third-party partnerships to tap into new customer 
bases. So, let’s explore five steps to turn flyers into loyalty program members.
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Delete “Frequent 
Flyer Program” 

Prioritize enrollment in 
the marketing strategy

Create benefits 
for all members

Simplify the 
enrollment form

Craft enrollment 
messaging carefully
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5 steps to turn flyers into loyalty program members
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Delete “Frequent Flyer Program” 1
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The most significant change is a mindset shift in the way everyone thinks 
about a loyalty program. This includes the airline’s senior management, its 
loyalty program leaders, and even prospective members. 

We have to remove “Frequent Flyer Program” from the airline vocabulary.  

Why? Because the billions of dollars in revenue generation potential for 
loyalty programs have just as much to do with infrequent flyers as with 
frequent flyers. Calling a scheme a “Frequent Flyer Program” sends the 
signal that all an airline cares about is its frequent flyers. And this leaves a 
significant amount of potential revenue off the table. 

To put this into context, Scott Kirby, American Airlines former President, 
disclosed that only 13% of the airline’s unique passengers flew more than 
once per year. By focusing on the “frequent flyer” concept, airline loyalty 
programs would be missing out on the revenue potential from the 87% that 
flew only once a year, or not at all. 

Until everyone understands the full revenue generation potential of an 
airline’s loyalty program, it will be difficult to apply the next four steps to 
accelerate member acquisition strategies. The reality is that an airline’s true 
frequent flyer will walk through hot coals to join its program. The real 
challenge is enrolling flyers that know they will never be frequent flyers. And 
“Frequent Flyer Program” screams that the program is irrelevant to them. 

Also, as long as the airline organization views its loyalty scheme’s primary 
role as being a “Frequent Flyer Program,” it will never overcome the many 
internal obstacles that discourage customer enrollment.



Create benefits for all members

Unlike hotel loyalty programs, most airline loyalty schemes have very few 
benefits for members who have not attained elite status. Hotel programs 
have done an excellent job of incentivizing membership for non-elites, for 
example:

Becoming a loyalty program member needs to mean something when that 
customer is flying. Ideally, members should be able to join immediately and 
reap the benefits on the day of travel.

Most airlines don't promote a discernable benefit for base-level 
membership besides the ability to earn miles.

So, what benefits could airlines give base members of the program? 
Here are some ideas:
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• Members-only check-in queue, not just elites
• All members receive free WiFi
• Preferred pricing for loyalty program members

• A secondary preferred boarding group that puts members ahead 
of the dreaded final boarding groups 

• Preferred pricing for inflight food, beverage, and WiFi
• Streamlined online and mobile app experience
• Preferred re-accommodation during disruptions



Craft enrollment messaging carefully

A simple pivot in messaging can make a big difference in a new member acquisition strategy. Once again, this step requires 
changing the mindset from a “Frequent Flyer Program” to a “Customer Engagement Program.” The customer messaging also needs 
to appeal to someone unlikely to ever become a “frequent flyer.”

What’s wrong with the below enrollment messaging?

Answer: Assuming Scott Kirby was right that 87% of an airline’s unique flyers are on their only flight of the year, this messaging 
doesn’t resonate with the target audience.
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“Join [PROGRAM NAME].  With 
[AIRLINE], one trip leads you to the 
next one”.  

“Why Join? Earn a mile for every 
mile you fly…”

“Join [PROGRAM NAME]. [PROGRAM 
NAME] membership allows frequent 
flyers to earn miles every time you fly...”

Once loyalty leaders realize that the revenue-generating machine is 
not just from frequent flyers, the “why join” messaging should 
highlight broader value features like:

• Ability to earn miles every day – on the ground, not just in the air
• Redeem miles quickly and easily; rewards are attainable
• Tout the day of travel benefits created in Step 2 
• Relevance for everybody
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Simplify the enrollment form

Airline loyalty programs tend to have the most 
cumbersome enrollment forms in the loyalty space. Many 
programs in other industries only require a cell phone 
number or just a name and email address to become a 
member. Airline loyalty programs tend to require a lot of 
information, and that can be off-putting. 

So why do most airline loyalty enrollment forms have so 
much friction? Probably because the objective is 
acquiring frequent flyers instead of acquiring members to 
drive mileage revenue. This leads to enrollment forms  
where departments around the airline decide they need 
every piece of the flying customer’s information when 
signing up. And that makes sense for frequent flyers who 
know the rich benefits of elite status and are more 
inclined to power through a long enrollment form. But a 
huge portion of prospective members that feed the 
revenue-generating machine are on their only flight of the 
year. Will those customers power through a long 
enrollment form?

Air Canada’s Aeroplan and JetBlue’s TrueBlue are good 
examples of programs that have simplified the enrollment 
form. Each of these programs asks for minimal 
information on page one and then asks for more 
information on subsequent pages. And each has an 
abandon cart strategy for users who don’t continue 
through the entire form. Going a step beyond, 

4

SunExpress includes a one-click enrolment option for its 
loyalty program in its booking flow. It also incentivizes 
members to provide more information by awarding 
incremental points for those details. 

Meanwhile, many airlines require up to 25 fields to be 
completed on page one of the enrollment form. How many 
prospective members are abandoning these onerous 
enrollment forms, and is there a strategy in place to bring 
them back to a shorter form?

Digital marketers have well-established best practices for 
enrollment forms. Loyalty programs that change the lens 
from a “Frequent Flyer Program” member acquisition 
strategy to a “Customer Engagement Strategy” can utilize 
best practices to improve conversion dramatically.
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Prioritize enrollment in the marketing strategy5

Once a program has been designed to be more appealing to 
join, the messaging appeals to infrequent flyers, and friction 
has been removed from the form, it’s time to prioritize the 
enrollment message in the airline’s customer touchpoints and 
marketing channels.

Every airline has internal competition for customer touchpoint 
presence - on the website, in the mobile app, in emails, 
onboard, at the kiosk, and throughout the customer journey. 
Within this push and pull for a share of voice, getting the right 
member acquisition messaging is critical. Enticing travelers 
onto the loyalty program and co-branded credit card scheme 
while they are present on an airline’s shopping channel, or 
even “on-travel,” will set the ground for valuable post-trip 
engagement opportunities.  

This requires a clear understanding of the relative revenue 
value of a new member acquisition message versus 
competing alternatives such as rental car service or travel 
insurance. The ongoing value of loyalty program membership 
beyond the flight is often the most compelling message an 
airline can present to a customer.



Loyalty programs have been a lifeline asset for 
airlines to ride out the pandemic. So now is the 
time to ride that momentum and make the big 
moves to deliver on the revenue advertised to 
lenders. And grow that revenue even more. 
Increasing new member acquisition is a critical 
step on that journey. 

Shifting the mindset from a “Frequent Flyer 
Program” to a “Customer Engagement Program” 
is the hardest to take. It requires organizational 
change. But it’s also the step that will truly open 
up the full revenue-generation potential of an 
airline’s loyalty program. Once the mindset is 
changed, the other steps described in this 
eBook are relatively straightforward.

Transitioning towards a new lens
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Positioning your company for long-term 
value begins today. Contact us and discover 
how a winning technology infrastructure can 
shape your successful future.

GET IN TOUCH
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